
CALL FOR PAPERS: “New Theory Development for Behavioral IS Security Research” 
  

 Data Base for Advances in Information Systems 
In conjunction the IFIP 8.11/11.13 Working Group on Information Systems Security Research. 

 
We have become limited in our explication and investigation of behavioral security issues by the lack of 
new and innovative theories to guide our exploration. This may be due to the risks and hazards associated 
with the explication of new theoretical ideas in our field. The journals in which you would most wish 
your work to be seen generally are not overly welcoming of theory building so much as rigorous testing 
of existing theory, and, in any case, will very much “sequester” your intended theoretical contribution for 
at least 4 rounds of review and two or more years of process before acceptance to publication. In the 
meantime, your brilliant ideas lie dormant and unconsidered by the colleagues who are most interested in 
citing them (subsequently boosting your scholarly impact).  
 
I propose to fast-track your very best theoretical thinking on IT Security in a special theoretical issue of 
Data Base, and I propose to do it strictly in the form of “think pieces.” You need not “cash in” your data 
from an emerging study in order to give voice to and secure copyright for your most innovative thinking 
about the directions IT Security research should be taking.  
 
 
Timeline: 
 
Initial Submission    Due May 1, 2017 
 
First Round Reviews returned  June 15, 2017 
 
Revised Submissions    Due August 31, 2017 
 
Second Round Reviews returned  October 15, 2017 
 
Anticipated publication date  Vol. 49(1), February 2018 
 
 
This process schedule amounts to what is realistically only a calendar year from start to finish from the 
current issue being prepared for production.  
 
The Data Base submission system is found at http://www.editorialmanager.com/sigmisdb/ 
 
Questions or comments to the Special Issue Editor, Tom Stafford (Stafford@LaTech.edu). More 
information about The Data Base for Advances in Information Systems is available from 
Editors@TheDataBase.org. 


